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The high surface area, large aspect ratio, and porous nature of nanorod arrays make them excellent foundation
materials for many devices. Of the many synthesis techniques for forming nanorods, glancing angle deposition (GLAD)
offers one of themore straightforward and flexiblemethods for ensuring control of alignment, porosity, and architecture
of the nanorods. Here we demonstrate the first use of a dual-beam (focused ion beam (FIB) combined with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM)) instrument to section and image the internal morphology of a nanorod array fabricated
using the GLAD technique. We have used the FIB-SEM to reconstruct the 3D composition of TiO2 nanorods, allowing
us to visualize for the first time the core structures of many potential devices. We have also been able to probe the
relationship between critical parameters such as diameter (whact), internanorod spacing (νhact), center-to-center spacing
(cact), and nanorod population density (dact) and the depth of the nanocolumn (t) for a single homogeneous structure.
A continuous data set was obtained froma single 5-μm-thickGLAD film, avoiding the artifacts arising from the analysis
of the top surfaces of multiple samples of varying thicknesses. An analysis of the acquired sectioned data has allowed
us to determine that the critical nanocolumn parameters follow a power-law scaling trend with whact=9.4t 0.35 nm, νhact=
15.2t0.25 nm, cact=24.8t0.31 nm, and dact=3402t-0.65 columns μm-2. Using the FIB/SEM images acquired for the TiO2

nanorods, we have also investigated the evolution of individual nanocolumns and have observed that bifurcation and
branching play a significant role in the extinction or survival of these nanorods. These findings will allow for the optimi-
zation of nanorod properties for device applications. Also, the FIB sectioning and reconstruction process developed
here will permit for the investigation of nanorod arrays formed from a range of synthesis techniques and materials.

Introduction

Surfaces coated innanowires, nanotubes, andnanorods feature
prominently in technologies such as gas sensors, photovoltaic cells,
and catalytic surfaces, where the high surface area of these coat-
ings is critical to the device efficiency and sensitivity.1-3 Further-
more, control of morphology ensures that applications that
require structural support or regularity of the nanoscale frame-
workmakearrays of nanorods that are greatly desired.Because of
the ease with which arrayed nanorods of a huge range ofmorpho-
logies are fabricated fromawide variety ofmaterials, the glancing
angle deposition (GLAD) technique represents one promising
avenue for the production of nanobased devices.4-6 However,
without a knowledge of the exact nanorod structure or of the
nanorod growth processes and competition, device optimization
is either difficult or hit and miss. Our application of a dual beam
(focused ion beam (FIB) and scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM))
instrument to segment and then reconstruct a GLAD nanorod
array has allowed us to analyze and understand the growth dyna-
mics and morphological characteristics better.

GLAD thin films of nanorods typically exhibit columnar struc-
tures with morphology that is determined in part by the source
material and in part by the deposition conditions. Through oblique
deposition and controlled substrate rotation, this physical vapor

deposition process enables the fabrication of columnar nano-
structured films that have been employed in applications from gas
sensing to photonics and microfluidics.7-9 Understanding how
these films grow and the characteristics of their columnar struc-
ture is therefore essential not only for optimizing the technique
itself but also for advancing the consequent applications.

Important properties of GLAD nanorod arrays, such as their
high surface area and column roughness, have been investigated
by various groups using gas adsorption porosimetry and trans-
mission electronmicroscopy (TEM) studies.10-14Other groupshave
used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to image the tips of GLAD
nanorods to measure parameters associated with roughness.15

Optical ellipsometry and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
are often used to investigate themorphological properties of these
films such as their height, width, and density as a function of nano-
rod height.5 Each of these approaches has yielded important
information about GLAD nanorod structure; however, each has
its limitations, and the recovery of the 3D structure of the film
is challenging. SEM imaging offers significant depth of focus,
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resulting in electron signal detection with a significant component
that originates from the interior volume rather than the thin surface
layer of the film. AFM images are subject to distortion because
of the interaction of the probe with the sample as well as the finite
size of the probe. The accuracy of porosimetry is limited by
assumptions that must be made about the characteristics of the
gas adsorbate and its interactions with the surface. Use of the
TEM allows for individual nanorods to be imaged with subnano-
meter resolution, but the spatial relationships between individual
nanorods are not preserved and measurements such as column
spacing as a function of column height are not possible. A tech-
nique that provides a full 3D view of the columnar structure is
therefore required.

A method to probe the full 3D properties of GLAD nanorod
arrays would be useful for analyzing one of the most important
parameters associated with basic structural characterization:
the growth scaling of the column diameter, spacing, and density
as a functionof film thickness. The growth scaling of theseGLAD
films has been investigated by anumber of groups,with the outcome
that the evolution of the columnar cross-sectional diameter (w(t))
at a given height (t) above the substrate is described by the follow-
ing power law:

wðtÞ ¼ wot
p ð1Þ

Here, p is the characteristic growth parameter and wo is an
empirical material-dependent constant.16-20 The investigation of
this parameter has required the growth of multiple GLAD films,
eachof a different thickness, in order to determine the dependence
of the scaling relationship on nanorod height.

Depending on the material and deposition conditions, GLAD
nanorods also exhibit another important property;bifurcation;
which is manifested as a single nanorod gradually splitting into
twoormore individual columnar structures as filmgrowthproceeds.
Several researchers have investigated branching and bifurcation
in these structures.21,22One of their interesting findings is that the
number of branches per column evolves with film thickness. This
compliments the shadowing competition that occurs between adja-
cent nanorods and suggests some competition between branches
within one columnorbetween a given branchona column and the
neighboring column. Understanding and controlling bifurcation
is essential to the fabrication of uniform structures of consistent
architecture and pore size distribution, for example, in photonic
crystal and optical filtering applications where the uniformity of
the nanorods greatly impacts the optical performance.23

To further the understanding of the 3D characteristics of
GLAD nanorods, including their growth scaling and bifurcation
behavior, we have therefore employed the imaging and sectioning
capabilities of a dual-beam (FIB-SEM) instrument combined
with tomographic reconstruction techniques. FIB tomography
involves the serial slicing and imaging of parallel surfaces of a

selected volume, followed by the 3D reconstruction of the volume
features.24-27 In each slice, the focused ion bean removes a thin
layer ofmaterial of fixed thickness that is adjustable down to a few
nanometers, allowing for detailed analysis of samples. The imaging
signal results from either ion-induced secondary electrons or
secondary electrons produced by the electron beam of the dual-
beam instrument. In either case, the conditions can be adjusted
such that only a few nanometers thick layer exposed by FIB
milling of the sample contributes to the signal.24 FIB instruments
have been used to analyze microstructures and buried features,
perform crack analysis, and analyze the nanostructure of com-
posite materials.27-30

Here we have concentrated on GLAD nanorod arrays that
have been fabricated from titanium oxide (titania, TiO2). Titania
is a material of interest in a variety of processes because its crystal
structure can be controlled by deposition conditions and thermal
annealing; it forms a noncrystalline thin film when deposited at
low temperature but can form crystalline phases such as anatase
or rutile when annealed at high temperature.31 TiO2 was also
chosen because of its wide use in a number of applications. For
example, the combination of its high refractive index and control
over the GLAD columnar morphology make titania an excellent
material for photonic devices.5,6 Humidity sensors are constructed
from titania because of its hydrophilicity and stability.7 TiO2 is
also a photocatalyst and is therefore used for a number of environ-
mental sensing, photovoltaic, and purification applications.32,33

In this article, we describe our development of an FIB-SEM
tomography technique for the sectioning and 3D reconstruction
of arrays of nanorods. Furthermore, we have investigated the
growth scaling and bifurcation characteristics of a representative
metal oxide GLAD nanostructured thin film. Individual nano-
rodswithin the volume have been isolated through new sectioning
and imaging routines such that bifurcation and scaling behavior
could be tracked. To our knowledge, this is the first direct investi-
gation of properties of a single nanorod as a function of thickness.
These findings should enable improved optimization and under-
standing of the growth of GLAD nanostructures. They will also
provide details of the tomography technique that will allow the
study and improvement of various nanoscale architectures of
materials fabricated by GLAD and other processes.

Materials and Methods

Several steps were required to prepare the specimens for tomo-
graphy. The first was to deposit an amorphous 5080(10 nmTiO2

(material source, Cerac; 99.9% pure rutile) vertical nanorod film
by electron-beam physical vapor deposition evaporation (Axxis,
Kurt J. Lesker). The film was deposited at a vapor angle of
incidence of 85� with continuous substrate rotation. The heating
of the oxide by the electron beam results in a gradual depletion
of oxygen content in the evaporant; stoichiometricTiO2was ensured
by the introductionofO2gas flow tomaintainadepositionpressure
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of 7� 10-5 Torr, followed by postdeposition annealing in air at
150 �C for 24 h.34,35 During the deposition, we achieved a typical
deposition rate onto the film substrate of 5 Å s-1. Following
deposition, the porous structure was filled with a polymer-based
photoresist (HPR504, Arch Chemicals) using a standard spin-in
process repeated twice to ensure photoresist infiltration: (i) 500 rpm
spin for 10 s, (ii) 3000 rpm spin for 40 s, and (iii) a soft bake at 115 �C
for 90 s. This filling was performed to ensure that during FIB slic-
ing only the exposed surface would be imaged, with no columnar
features fromfurther into the filmbeing captured. The samplewas
imaged before and after polymer filling by a Hitachi cold field
emission S-4800 SEM, as shown in Figure 1. An artifact of the
filling process is that the nanorodsbecome slightly inclined.This is
likely due to the spinning step or to internal stresses during curing.

The resultant inclination angle for the present sample was ap-
proximately 10�, reducing the film thickness to 5000( 30 nm.

In preparation for tomography, a twice-filled GLAD sample
was cleaved from the wafer substrate, coated with a thin (20 nm)
coating of gold to ensure good conductivity, and mounted onto
specimen holders with an inclined mounting surface using heat-
bondable silver epoxy.The samplewas thenmountedonto the six-
axis FIB stage of a Zeiss NVision 40 Crossbeam Workstation,
which features a vertically aligned SEM column and an FIB
column oriented at 54� with respect to the vertical. Microscopy
was performed at the edge of the sample; the inclined orientation
of the sample allowed edge milling to be performed from two
orthogonal directions, as described below.

The samplewas first oriented such that theFIBprobewas normal
to thewafer substrate, as shown inFigure2a,b.Ahighcurrentprobe
FIB probe was used to mill into the sample edge approximately
5 μm, exposing a fresh surface of the sample and removing any edge
defects introduced during the cleaving step. The exposure typically
extended 50 μmalong the sample edge and at least 10 μmdeep. The
SEMwas then used to select an appropriate site for the tomography
step. This portion of the exposure was then subjected to a sequence
of polishing steps using FIB probe currents from 3 nA down to
150 pA. The objective of this step was to planarize the edge by
removing as much as possible the curtaining effects that resulted
from the different milling rates of the TiO2 and photoresist.

In the final step prior to serial slicing, the sample was returned
to the first orientation and ion-beam-assisted deposition was
used to create a protective layer of carbon on the surface that
was polished in the previous step. A phenanthrene precursor was
introduced onto the sample surface using a gas injection system
and dissociated by the 300 pAFIB probe and by locally generated
secondary electrons, thereby producing a carbon layer of approxi-
mately 1 μm thickness.

During the FIB tomography stage, serial slicing progressed
from the photoresist capping layer through the nanorod film and
toward the silicon substrate, exposing surfaces parallel to the
substrate plane, as shown in Figure 2c,d. After each slice was
milled, an SEM image was acquired with the in-lens detector and
an electron beam energy of 3.0 keV. The SEM images were
scanned at a resolution of 2048 pixels � 1536 pixels, with tilt-
correction enabled in the NVision software to compensate for
foreshortening such that the pixel sizes in the x and y directions
were identical. An image subdomain with typical dimensions of
1000 pixels�1000 pixels was selected from the original image for
tomographic reconstruction and morphological analysis. During
the milling procedure, the FIB and SEM magnifications were
locked and the FIB imaging/milling resolution set to 512 pixels�
384 pixels. Consequently, the volume elements of the recon-
structed image series were not cubes but rectangular elements
with dimensions of 1�1�4 (width� length�height). A 300 pA
milling probe was used for the first two slice series, and a 150 pA
probe was used for the remaining high-resolution series. The
probe spots contained 50% of the beam energy within diameters
of 38 and 29 nm, respectively. The choice of probes ensured that
the pixel fill factor during milling exceeded 100%, in accordance
with standard milling practice.

The NVision GUI allowed us to automate the milling proce-
dure after appropriate focal, scanning, and detector settings were
selected. Because of the inherent scaling of the film (with column
diameters growing larger as one progresses from the substrate-
film interface toward the top of the film), the slicing was broken
into several slice sequences, using progressively higher magnifica-
tion, smaller fields of view and smaller milling volumes for each
successive layer. The FIB was instructed to mill a trapezoidal
volume for each slice series (i.e., a wider milling surface was used
at the beginning of the given slice series than at its end in order
to allow for redeposition of milled material to occur without
impacting the milled volume side walls). The multiple slice seq-
uences also helped to manage stage, sample, and probe drift by
realigning the sample at the beginningof each sequence.The typical

Figure 1. (a) Top-down and (b) side-view cross sections of an
original 5 μmTiO2GLADnanorod thin film deposited at R=85�.
(c) Side-view FIB-sliced cross section of the polymer-filled film.

(34) Rao, K. N. Opt. Eng. 2002, 41, 2357–2364.
(35) Wang, W.-H.; Chao, S. Opt. Lett. 1998, 23, 1417–1419.
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slice sequence involved the executionof roughly 100 slice and image
captures. SEM magnification settings were chosen such that the
pixel size and slice thickness of the initial sequence were 4.0 and
16.0 nm, respectively. For the final sequence, the corresponding
dimensions were 1.0 and 4.0 nm. The cross-sectional area was
constant for all slices in a given series but decreased from 15.0μm2

for the first series to 0.14 μm2 for the last. The total volume ana-
lyzed was approximately 30 μm3.

Once the complete set of the slice series was acquired, the images
were postprocessed in preparation for 3D reconstruction and
tomographic analysis. Postprocessing,with customMATLABsoft-
ware routines, involved image registration and alignment to com-
pensate for image drift. To accomplish this, a rectangular fiducial
region, unmilled during serial slicing and common toall imageswith
a given slice series, was used to align the images. The drift of this
fiducial frame was tracked through the image sequence using a
routine that minimized the sum of the squared differences in pixel
values between the detected fiducial region in a given image and the
fiducial region in the first image. An additional translation of the
frame in the positive y direction was required to compensate for
the advancement of themilling surface into the sample. In principle,
the required shift was known precisely from the milling recipe. In
practice, an additional alignment check was performed. Here, we
made use of the contrast step across the interface between the
sample and the protective carbon layer. Total shifts in the row and
column directions were typically several hundred pixels, translating
into several hundred nanometers to micrometers of spatial shift.

For each image, local charging and other artifacts were com-
pensated for through a custom equalization routine similar to
adaptive histogram-based equalization algorithms implemented
in MATLAB and other groups.36 To accomplish this, the image
was broken into a grid of n� n tiles (typically n=2 or 3).

The multiplication matrix required to achieve a target image-
average histogram for the grayscale pixelswithin eachgrid tilewas
then calculated. This multiplication matrix was then compiled for
the entire image, filtered in both dimensions with amoving average
filter of length that is half that of the tile size to ensure no dis-
continuities across tile boundaries, and then applied to the original
image. From image to image, contrast differences were compen-
sated for by normalizing the image average density. Images were
thresholded to achieve the average density profile described in
Figure 3 and are discussed in the following section.

To reconstruct a larger volume of the GLAD film than that
covered by just one slice series, several slice series layers had to be

Figure 2. (a) Specimen orientation relative to FIB and SEM columns for the side-polishing procedure. (b) Side-polishing schematic.
(c) Specimenorientation relative toFIBandSEMcolumns for the tomographic slicingprocess. (d)Tomographic slicingproceeds fromthe top
of the film toward the substrate, exposing a planar cross section of the GLAD film.

Figure 3. Material density profile of the GLAD nanorod film as
extracted from Figure 1c.

(36) Zuiderveld, K. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histograph Equalization. Graphic
Gems IV; Academic Press: San Diego, 1994.
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stitched together. To tackle differences in alignment from series to
series, stitching was carried out by correlating similar features of
the last image of a given slice series to those in the first image of the
next series using a summed square pixel difference minimization
technique similar to that used for image registration. The stitching
of consecutive serieswas carried out fromthe substrate toward the
top of the film. This was done because the slices further into the
filmwere captured at a highermagnification and a lower absolute
area: this magnification and the selected region of interest dimen-
sions at the bottom of the film had to be carried through for all
images in the stitched series. A consequence of this is that 2D
image interpolation had to be carried out for lower-magnification
slices. This interpolation entailed using the MATLAB imresize
function to interpolate all images from each of the slicing series to
the same grid size and resolution. Once stitched together, a large
3D volume of a GLAD film, consisting of equal side grayscale
voxels, could be reconstructed. This reconstruction was performed
by stacking together the 2D images. Because the slicing resolution
was different for each of the series, multiple copies of slices were
stacked together to achieve uniform scaling within the recon-
structed volume.

Results and Discussion

The development of a process to section, image, and reconstruct
an obliquely deposited film through dual FIB-SEM tomography
was carried out on the 5μmcolumnarTiO2GLADnanorod array
shown in Figure 1.We assessed the material density (a fraction of
the bulk density), nanorod density (i.e., number of nanorods per
area), growth scaling, and bifurcation properties of the nanocol-
umns using the 3D data set that had been acquired through FIB
sectioning. For example, the side-milled view of the thin film
specimen was used to determine the material density profile for
the film. The origin of the slight nanorod tilt is explained later.
Thematerial density profile is shown inFigure 3 and is quasi-stable
as a functionof film thickness, with the oscillations that are observed
consistent with simulation work described in the literature.37These
oscillations may be a consequence of self-shadowing competion

between the nanocolumns; columns grow large until periodically
a certain percentage die out at the expense of others. Toward the
substrate, the density appears to decrease, although image resolution
makes it difficult to determine the density of the film nucleation
region precisely.

Once acquired, the top-downmilled cross sections of theGLAD
nanorod array were used for tomographic reconstruction and
analysis. Seven series of SEM images, each set taken at progres-
sively deeper depths into the film and each consisting of multiple
consecutive SEM cross-sectional views, were produced. The
growth scaling characteristics of the investigated FIB sliced array
were then found by studying each SEM image from each slice
series. As described in the Materials and Methods section, the
preparation of the GLAD film for FIB tomography resulted in
an imposed tilt on the nanorods of the film, as can be observed
in Figure 1c. We did not attempt to recover the original vertical
orientation of the nanorods; consequently, the reconstructions
exhibited the tilted structures in correspondence with the filled
heterogeneous specimens.

Representative cross sections of the GLAD nanorod array are
shown in Figure 4. Toward the substrate, the film is composed of
a large number of small, closely spaced nanorods that are tens
of nanometers wide. This is the region where initial nucleations of
deposited material become the first GLAD nanorods. Some of
these become extinct through competitive growth processes, and
as we move upward toward the top of the film, the rods broaden
and the average spacing between the nanorod centers increases.
After several micrometers of film deposition, the rod diameters
reach several hundred nanometers. At the very top of the film,
shown in Figure 4a, only the tips of the tallest rods can be seen
when a cross-sectional FIB slice is taken.

Figure 4 also illustrates that it is difficult to determine the exact
point at which nanorods emerge from the polymer matrix and
manifest their presence fully. One can see that over a slicing depth
of 150 nm, inFigure 4a,b, the hints of the very tips of the nanorods
evolve to reveal full columnar cross sections, but it is difficult
to determine the point at which the tips of the nanorods fully
appear. We estimate that electrons probing the surface reveal
features via detection of backscattered electrons (BSEs) to a depth

Figure 4. Top-downFIB cross sections of the 5 μmGLADnanorod array film (a) 4390, (b) 4240, (c) 3360, (d) 1770, (e) 1220, and (f) 980 nm
above the substrate. These cross sections illustrate the evolution of nanorod diameter, spacing, and density.

(37) Smy, T.; Vick, D.; Brett, M. J.; Dew, S. K.; Wu, A. T.; Sit, J. C.; Harris, K.D..
J. Vac. Sci. Technol., A 2000, 18, 2507–2512.
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of approximately 80 nm into the photoresist matrix.38 However,
because we used an in-lens detector, secondary electrons (SEs)
dominate the detected signal. Surface features and the atomic
number contrast are therefore the principal characteristics imaged.
This means that their interaction with still-buried TiO2 rods is
likely on the order of several tens of nanometers.

Once images from consecutive slice series were stitched together
into a single data cube, a reconstructed volume was created. This
3Ddata cubewas imported into the JEOLTEMographyVisualizer
software (v 2.2, 2006) for imaging. This program allowed for the
volume to be viewed, rotated, and magnified while parameters
such as opacity and contrast were controlled. Representative 3D
reconstructions of aGLAD columnar array are shown in Figure 5.
Images a and b are different views of the same volume. They show
that the features of individual nanorods are apparent, as is the
relationshipbetween adjacent nanorods. Image c reveals details of
amagnified region of this volume.Discrete slices are visible in this
image, as are some details of the surface of the GLAD nanorods.
The nanorods can be seen to be rough and made up of clumps of
bifurcated arms, verifying previous reports from 2D SEM data
that GLAD films appear to bifurcate as they grow.21,22

To assess the growth scaling property of the GLAD film being
analyzed, the sectioned slice images were assessed as a function of
the height of the film from the substrate using a custom grain-
detection algorithm. Grain-detection algorithms, which identify
individual nanorods, have been used by other groups to analyze
the top-down SEM images produced for GLAD films.20,39 Our
grain-detection algorithm first required the identification of
connected regions of each equalized and thresholded SEM cross
section such as that shown in Figure 6 a,b. Equalization was used
to normalize the contrast within a given image as well as to ensure
uniform contrast from image to image. This uniform contrast was
achieved by adjusting the grayscale threshold value to achieve a
constant density equal to the average found in the side-view analysis
shown inFigure 3.Because theprecise locationabove the substrate-
film interface was not known, we did not attempt to match the
oscillatory nature of the actual density profile. Identification of
individual nanorods and connected regions of nanorodswas done
using the MATLAB bwlabel routine. The individual nanorods
and connected regions of a representative cross-sectional slice of
the GLAD film are shown in Figure 6d. The connected regions
were broken into individual columns through a custom algorithm
that found and broke small concave bridges within connected
domains, as illustrated in Figure 6e.

Once nanorods had been classified, the columndensity per slice
image was estimated by counting the number of nanorods per
cross-sectional image area. The nearest neighbors of each nano-
rodwithin each imagewere also identified along trajectories at 30�
increments as illustrated in Figure 6f. The mean distance to the
nearest neighborof eachnanorodwithin each slicewas calculated.
Nanorods that bordered the edge of the image were excluded
from this analysis. Finally, the overall mean nanorod diameter and
nanorod center-to-center spacing were calculated for each image
slice.

To determine the average spacing between adjacent nanorods,
the length of all void distances between nanorods, along every

Figure 5. Three-dimensional tomographic views of a stitchedGLAD film showing (a) a representative volume at an oblique angle such that
columnar features are visible and (b) a view from the top of image a down through the film. (c) An extracted volumewhere surface details are
visible on the individual nanorods.

Figure 6. (a) Equalized top-down cross section of an FIB-sliced
GLAD film in the second series (4240 nm from substrate), (b) thres-
holded image, (c) edge image showing the transitions from the
void to the nanorod (white line) and from the nanorod to the void
(gray line), (d) connected nanorods identified by unique color,
(e) individual nanorods identified with connected regions, and
(f) nearest-neighbor identification.

(38) Goldstein, J.; Newbury, D.; Joy, D.; Lyman, C.; Echin, P.; Lifshin, E.;
Sawyer, I.; Joseph, M. Electron Beam-Specimen Interactions. Scanning Electron
Microscopy and X-ray Microanalysis, 3rd ed.; Springer: New York, 2003.
(39) Kaminska, K.; Amassian, A.; Martinu, L.; Robbie, K. J. Appl. Phys. 2005,

97, 013511.
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pixel row and column of each thresholded SEM image, was first
found. This was done by calculating the distance between all adja-
cent nanorod-to-void and void-to-nanorod edges in an edge-detected
image such as that shown in Figure 6c. The mean internanorod
spacing was then calculated from the distribution of all void
spacings in the row and column directions.

The growth scaling parameters of mean nanorod diameter,
void spacing, center-to-center spacing, and density are shown in
Figure 7. The different symbols shown in these plots represent the
separate slice series. Scatter within each slice series and between
slice series is due to the sensitivity of the nanorod (grain) detection
routines to image contrast nonuniformity, resolution, nearness of
adjacent nanorods, and bifurcation characteristics of individual
nanorods. Figure 7a illustrates quantitatively the nanorod dia-
meter growth scaling from tens to hundreds of nanometers over a
thickness of several micrometers, as observed in Figure 4. This
column diameter curve shows the characteristic self-similar scal-
ing seen for GLAD films. An abrupt dip in the mean diameter
curve occurs at themaximum film thickness because only the very
tips of the tallest columns are imaged at this point. A power law fit
to themean diameter curve reveals a relationship ofwh=9.5t0.35 nm,
with t being valid from ∼100 to ∼5000 nm. (Data from the very
bottom and top of the film were disregarded.) Compensation
for the θ=10� tilt in the filled film results in a stretching of the
thickness axis from amaximum thickness of 5000 to 5080 nm and
a reduction in mean width by (cos θ)1/2 to yield a relationship
between the actual diameter (wact) and a thickness of whact =
9.4t0.35 nm. The lines above and below the data points represent a
fit to one standard deviation from the mean of the nanorod
diameter distributions. The width of the distributions is of the

same order as that of the mean diameter, indicating a wide range
of diameters at every stage of nanorod growth.

The exponential factor of 0.35 describing the growth scaling of
the nanorod diameter is in line with the findings of previous
groups for metal oxide films, where p values ranging from 0.3 to
0.5 have been found for metal oxide GLAD films deposited at an
oblique angle of 85�.16 It has also been speculated that nanorod
growth, which is dominated by shadowing, should result in a p value
of 0.5 whereas large adatom diffusion should result in a scaling
factor of 0.3.19 Our scaling factor of 0.35 therefore suggests that
adatomdiffusion is a signficant factor in the growth ofTiO2 films.

The void spacing between nanorods also follows a self-similar
growth pattern. Figure 7c reveals a power-law scaling trend of
mean void spacing versus a thickness of νh=15.4t0.25 nm. The tail
at 5000 nm is due to the large gaps between the very tips of the
tallest nanorods at the top of the film. Compensation for film tilt
results in a void spacing relationship of νhact = 15.2t0.25 nm.
Similarly, the columnarnearest-neighbor center-to-center spacing
grows with a power-law relationship of c = 25.1t0.31 nm. This
curve is shown in Figure 7b. By compensating for the tilt in the
film, the spacing relationship becomes cact=24.8t0.31 nm. Inter-
estingly, it can be seen that the center-to-center and internanorod
void spacing grow at rates slower than that of the nanorod
diameter. This indicates that whereas the absolute spacing
between the nanorods grows and is significant after a thickness
of several micrometers, nanorods are becoming relatively closer
to each other as they grow. The self-shadowing effect appears to
change with increasing film thickness and diameter, being sig-
nificant for small initial nuclei and the beginnings of nanorods but
less so as nanorods grow. This indicates that the growth scaling of

Figure 7. (a)Meannanoroddiameter scales aswhact= 9.5t0.35nm(whact=9.4t0.35when the nanorod tilt is compensated for)where t is in nano-
meters. (b) Nanorod center-to-center spacing between nanorods scales as c= 25.1t0.31 nm (cact = 24.8t0.31). (c) Void spacing scales as νh=
15.4t0.25nm(νhact=15.2t0.25). (d)Nanoroddensity scaleswith thickness d= 3.4� 103 t-0.65 columnμm-2. The inset shows amagnified region
of the nanorod density plot. The dotted line through the data points shows the scaling fit. Dashed-dotted lines show one standard deviation
of parameter distributions.
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initially seeded GLAD films may follow a slightly different initial
growth trajectory than those that naturally nucleate. The growth
scaling properties of both nanorod diameter and spacing will also
have to be taken into account for applications employing GLAD
structures, such as microfluidic separation devices for which
internanorod spacing may be a critical parameter.6

The nanorod density is plotted as a function of thickness in
Figure 7d. As expected, the density of nanorods per unit area
decreases as the nanorods broaden. There are a large number of
rods close to the film-substrate interface, but as these nanocol-
umns grow and compete, only the largest survive. A fit to the
trend reveals an inverse power law scaling of d = 3400t-0.65

columns μm-2 for t from ∼100 to 5000 nm. Compensation for
the actual thickness of the film results in a revised fit of dact =
3402t-0.65 columns μm-2. Because this parameter is cast in terms
of area, the inverse doubling of the nanorod diameter power-law
exponent is expected because we set the image contrast for each
image to achieve a constant pixel density. The rate of density
decrease is also as expected from the rate of growth in nanocolumn
diameter. As the nanorods grow in size, the number per area will
obviously decrease.

To verify that the thickness scaling relationships of the mean
columnar width, void spacing, and center-to-center spacing
agreed, a quick check was performed. Because the cross-sectional
density is roughly constant throughout the thickness of the film
(with the exception of the initial growth region and the region
at the top of the film), the nanorod center-to-center spacing
(cest)should be roughly equal to the sum of one nanorod diameter

and the void spacing between nanorods:

cest ¼ w þ v ð2Þ

The summation of the nanorod diameter and void spacing rela-

tionships reveals an expected nanorod center spacing of cest =
23.3t0.31 nm, which is close to that determined from Figure 7b.

In addition to calculating average properties for each slice
image of the GLAD film, we also tracked several individual
nanorods through a portion of the film. These nanorods, identi-
fied in the initial slice image shown in Figure 8a, were tracked
from slice to slice from840 to 3080nmabove the substrate toward
the top of the film. Because of stage drift, the requirement was to
realign the series in between slice series and rod tilt. This is as far as
the nanorods could be tracked. Only one nanocolumn (column 1)
continues beyond 3080 nm thickness but could not be followed
further because it reached the edge of the FIB-polished sample
side face.

Tracking of these nanocolumns involved matching column

cross sections from image to image using a custom MATLAB

routine and the use of the Gimp (GNU image manipulation pro-
gram, v2.6.8) image processing program. Figure 8b shows how

the four tracked rods evolve over the first few slices. To examine

the bifurcation of the tracked columns, the branches were identi-

fied for each cross-sectional slice of each column. Each columnar
cross section was then divided into sections by eye and by using

the Gimp software package. Figure 8c illustrates how the branches

of one nanocolumn evolve over several hundred nanometers.

Figure 8. Tracking of four individual nanorods beginning at 842 nm from the substrate. (a) Initial configuration of the nanorods,
(b) Evolution of these nanorods through several tens of nanometers, and (c) progress of the evolution of nanocolumn 1 bifurcation from
2556 to 2725 nm.
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For each nanorod, the number of branches and arms (B) was

tracked as a function of film thickness. The diameter of each of

these branches (wB) was also captured.
Figure 9 shows the 3D reconstructions of these four nanocol-

umns. The smallest of the columns tracked, column 2, survives
only 700 nm from the initial tracking depth. In addition, despite
having an initially similar cross-sectional area, columns 3 and
4 die out before column 1, at heights of 2170 and 2760 nm,
respectively. Although it was not surprising that a nanorod with a
smaller diameter than that of neighboring columns would not
persist, the survival of column 1 at the expense of columns 3 and
4 is worth exploring.

To investigate the relative behavior of the four nanocolumns
under investigation, several metrics were monitored as a function
of columnheight (t). The diameter (w) of eachof these nanorods is
plotted in Figure 10a. What is immediately apparent is that the
diameter of column 2 rises and modulates for several hundred
nanometers and then falls off as the structure disappears. In
contrast, for several hundred nanometers the diameters of col-
umns 1, 3, and 4 rise together, with their diameter growing to
several hundred nanometers. The diameter of column3 then levels
off and begins to drop. Subsequently, despite following a growth
trajectory until 2000 nm, column 4 dies out by 2760 nm. Only
column 1 sees its diameter continue to rise without receding.
A comparison of Figure 10a with Figure 7amay reveal why either
column 1 or 4 survives at the expense of the other. By 2000 nm,
columns 1 and 4 both have a diameter of approximately 200 nm.
This exceeded themeandiameter expected at this filmheight. Two
neighboring nanorods that exceed the mean diameter predicted
by the growth scaling model compete with each other such that
one must expire.

A related metric, the cumulative surface area (SA) of each
nanorod in a given cross section (i)

SA ¼
X

i

miΔti ð3Þ

relative to the footprint area (FA) under the four initial nanorods

A ¼
SA

FA
ð4Þ

where Δti is the thickness of the slice, wi is the column diameter,
and mi is the perimeter circumferential area, is plotted in
Figure 10b. This plot reveals that as a nanorod is reaching its
height limit the surface area curve inflects and levels off. Inter-
estingly, while the nanorod continues to grow, its surface area
rises in a slight superlinear trend.

Finally, Figure 11 shows the number of branches and arms
of each individual nanorod as a function of column height. The
branches that were tracked are those with a diameter greater
than 10 nm. The resolution of the acquired SEM images was not
sufficient to study branching and bifurcation on a smaller scale
than 10 nm. Further work with the TEM of FIB-sliced GLAD
cross sections is planned to investigate the interesting nanometer-
sized structural characteristics that have been reported for TEMs
of individual GLAD nanorods.28 Despite the resolution limita-
tions, the data shown in Figure 11 may reveal some additional
information about why some nanorods successfully out-compete
their neighbors. Columns 2 and 3, which die out the earliest, have
very fewbranches discernible at the resolutionavailable.Columns
1 and 4, which survive to the tallest height, generally maintain
many side arms. It may be that nanocolumns that grow branches
of significant area are able to shadow their neighbors and steal
incoming evaporant flux, thus ensuring their survival and growth
at the expense of their neighbors. Investigation over a range of
image resolution may yield more information.

Figure 10. (a) Individual nanorod diameters and (b) cumulative
relative surface areas.

Figure 9. Tomographic view of four individual nanocolumns:
from 840 nm to (1) 3080, (2) 1510, (3) 2170, and (4) 2760 nm above
substrate.
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Conclusions

We have used FIB milling to slice and image the porous

nanostructure deposited using theGLAD technique. By perform-

ingmultiple slicing sequences, each at an increasingmagnification

and resolution, wewere able to view the structure of a representative

TiO2GLAD film over a range of sizes. Following postprocessing,
which included image alignment and sequence stitching, we have

been able to create a 3D reconstruction of the film. This recon-

struction, the first of its kind, has allowedus to examine the porous,

columnar, and bifurcated nature of the structure.
The identification of nanorodswithin the acquired cross sections

has allowed for the measurement of column diameter and inter-
nanorod spacing characteristics as a function of the GLAD film
thickness. These parameters were found to follow a self-similar
growth pattern, with growth scaling factors that indicate a faster
growth rate of nanorod diameters than nanorod spacing. Track-
ing of individual nanorods also revealed some interesting trends in
bifurcation and column survival. Further investigation involving

detailed transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) imaging is also
planned in order to study this relationship in more detail. Use of
the FIB to section and viewGLAD and other nanocolumnar thin
film structures will be useful for understanding not only growth
scaling and bifurcation properties but also porosity and roughness.
We plan to continue to apply the FIB sectioning technique to
understand the details of growth processes for a range of GLAD
structures.
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Figure 11. Numbers of branches as a functionofnanorodheight for nanorods (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and (d) 4.A large numberof branches seem to
correlate with nanorods that outgrow neighbors.


